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EVERETT O. FISK & CO.,
Proprietors
Send to any of the following addresses for Agency Manual Free
2 A Park Street, Boston, Mass.
156 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
1505 Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D. C.
39 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
611 Swetland Bldg., Portland, Or«.
816 Central Savings Bank Bldg., Denver, Col.
2142 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, Cal.
238 Douglas Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
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San Francisco
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Geo. A. Whitney & Co,
235 Main Street, LEWISTON, ME.
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and CATERER

COLLEOE and SCHOOL CAPS

116 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON

MADE TO ORDER
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TUB &reat Department store
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

14 Lisbon St.

Lewistou, Me.

LEWISTOIM

DEFECTIVE EYES

rs/IAIIME

Are Responsible for Three
Fourths of all Headaches

Less than one-half of these cases are accompanied by bad vision.
We remove the cause scientifically and ACCU RATELY.

UNCONDITIONAL

GUARANTEE

Complicated lenses replaced on short notice from largest stock of
lenses and best equipped shop in Maine. We invite inspection of
our shop and Methods

D.S.THOMPSON OPTICAL CO.
127 LISBON STREET. LEWISTON, ME.
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SIDNEY COX, Agent for the GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY

H. C. LITTLE & SON, Insurance
AGENCY ESTABLISHED 1857

Insurance of all Kinds Written at Current Rates
165 IVlsIn Street

LEWISTON, IVIE.

TUFTS COLLECE
DENTAL SCHOOL

TUFTS COLLEGE
MEDICAL SCHOOL

The building lias recently been enlarged and remodelled.
Offers a four years' graded course Including
Tbree years' graded course, covering all
branches of Dentistry. Laboratory and sciall branches of Scientific and Practical Medientific courses are given in connection with
cine. The laboratories are extensive and fully
the Medical School. Clinical facilities unsurequipped.
Clinical instruction is given in
fiasscd, 30,000 treatments being made annually
the various hospitals of Boston which afford
n the Infirmary.
facilities only to be found in a large city.
The diploma of Hates College is accepted in lieu of entrance examinations, but candidates
for the Medical School must, in addition to the diploma, present satisfactory certificates of
lciency in Latin and Physics, and must pass an examination in Chemistry.
proib
i-'or Information, or a catalog, apply to
FltKDKIUC M. BRKHiS, M.D., Secretary,
Ft
Tufts College Medical and Dental Schools,
410 Huiitington Avenue, BOSTON, MASS
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SIDNEY COX, Agent for GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY
OUR BEST ADVERTISEMENTS ARE NOT WRITTEN, THEY ARE WORN
LEWISTON'S NEWEST and BEST CLOTHES
SHOP invites you to visit our new shop and
inspect our large variety of

WHITE STORE

"College Chap" Clothes

We offer noue but reliable clothes all marked at the very lowest prices

WHITE STORE, Isaacson & Allen, Lisbon St., opp. Music Hall Entrance

UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
This school is rated in Class A by the Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Association, which is sufficient
guarantee of a satisfactory educational requirement.
Jt is located in an ideal college city, has a new building with
modern equipment, and large hospital and clinical facilities.
Session opened November i, 1910.
For Bulletin giving full particulars, write to
DR. J. N. JENNE, Secretary, Burlington, Vt.

HARPER & GOOGIN CO.
138 Bates Street
TELEPHONE 217-2

57 Whipple Street
TELIPHONI

217-3

Goal ana wood

LEWISTON, MAINE

Do You Know ssf

BOYS have always
patronized the DAICY
LUNCH WAGON? Because they have the best of
everything, home cooked, up-to-date. Sanitary Cart,
Glass Bar.

Main St., next to Great Department Store
Krnest Hodgkins, Barman

FRED H. WHITE
Sailor ano iraper
125 Main Street

LEWISTON FRUIT MARKET
IS THE PLACE TO BUY YOUR
FRUIT FOR YOUR CLAS8 RIDES
We have it of all kinds, also the best line of

CANDY and CIGARS

H. L. Tarr, Manager
Call and see us

Lewiston Steam Dye House Go.
JOSEPH LKBLANC & SONS, Props.
GOODS CALLED FOR and DELIVERED

Opposite Empire Theatre
Phone 611-52

Clothing of all descriptions Cleansed, Dyed, Pressed
and Neatly Repaired

D. E. MURPHY
Sample Shoe Store
SHOES REPAIRED

LEWISTON, ME.

N E. Tel. 103-52
No. 193 Main 8treet

PROFESSIONAL CUSTOM TAILORS
SUITS MADE TO ORDER

Repairing, Cleansing and Pressing

MAX SU POVITZ & CO.
108 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, ME.
Tel. C37-4

LYNNE

H.

DURREU

ROOK 20, R. W. HALL
AGBNT FOR

PHIOES MIGHT

173 Main Street

Lewiston, Me.

American Steam Laundry
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THE GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY, Special Rates to College Students
Our Agent E. H. BRUNQUIST

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

2(> Parker Hall
You can get the latest things in
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Tailor-Made Suits at Mangan's

SPALDING

CALL AND SEE US.

Trade-Mark

CORRECT PRESSING AND TAILORING
At Prices that Suit

Care of Clothes—$1.00 Per Month

119 Lisbon Street
N. E. Phone 679-2
is known throughout
the world as a

DONDERO?
IF NOT,

Guarantee of
Quality

COME IN—Let's Get Acquainted
Fruit, Confectionery and Cigars
169 MAIN STREET

OFFICIAL
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FOR ALL
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SPORTS AND
PASTIMES
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DO YOU KNOW

are the Largest
Manufacturers
in the world of

are interested in
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should have a copy of
the Spalding Catalog.
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free on request.
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GRANITE and MARBLE

Near Upper M. C. R. R. Depot
LEWISTON, rVlEEl.

Estimates Furnished on Application
Telephone No. 410-24

STUART Teachers' AGENCY
The only fully equipped Teachers' Agency between New York and Boston.
position secured

No Fee April or May unless

G. A. STUART, Bates '77, Prop'r, 36 Pearl St., HARTFORD, CONN.

PINGPONGSTUDIO

30 SL 25 •*
115 Lisbon Street

LEWISTON, ME.

John G. Qburn

Between sessions or any time go up to

H. B. King & Son
For LUNCH, CANDIES, CIGARS,
and TOBACCO
Two minutes walk from Campus, up
College Street
OPEN EVENINGS

(Tailor
Swell College Clothing
at easy prices

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
EVERYTHING IN THE MEDICINE LINE
-AT-

SMITH'S DRUG STORE
CORNER MAIN AND BATES STREETS, LEWISTON

DR. A. *J. BOWMAN
163 MAIN STREET
GOLD CROWN AND BRIDGE WORK

8PEOIAL PRICES TO COLLEGE STUDENTS

A SPEOIALTY

ON ALL WORK
New

ENGLAND TELEPHONI

86*

Bassett Studio
63 LISBON STREET
GROUND FLOOR—No Stairs to Climb

WORK UP TO DATE
PRICES RIGHT

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

118-99

SORQSia

SHOES
NEW GYM. SHOES
A nice leather shoe with leather or Elkskin
soles for the ladies
A NEW LINE of good quality TENNIS SHOES
either black or white, for the boys
P. S.—A 5 per cent discount to Bates Students
on leather goods at our store. "Ask for it"

Morrell & Prince
13 LISBON STREET

Leadbetter's Drug Store
145 Lisbon Street, Corner Ash, Lewiston, Me.

UL-RIC DIONNE

Full line of
Catholic Goods

Frames Made
to Order

-DEALER IN-

Stationery, Wall Paper, Room Moulding, 'Books,
Window Shades, Fishing Tackle, Cullery,
Pictures and Frames
Odd

F="ellow»

Block, 188 Lisbon

St., LEWISTON,

IVIE.

T5he COLLEGE CHAP
Will find this shop has many little surprises in store for him in
the way of smart haberdashery
HATS, CAPS and ATHLETIC OUTFITS
Suits made to order

S. P. ROBIE, Lisbon St., Lewiston

A Cpitrattmt
From the German of Heinrich Heine
Alton Rosi HoJgkim. '11

On snore by the surging twilight sea
Stands a stripling man
With breast all woful and head all doubtful
And with thirsting lips he asks of the ocean:
"O solve me the riddle of life.
The stressful age-olden riddle,
O er which till now many heads have been troubled;
Mead which have hieroglyphics untangled.
Heads both in turban and solemn black cowl,
Peruc ed heads and a thousand other
Poor perspiring but mortal heads—
Tell me, what doth signify man?
Whence is he come?

And whither doth go?

W^ho dwells up there on the twinling stars?"
*

*

#

*

Still murmurs the ocean with everlasting
murmur
And the wind blows, and the clouds nee.
And the stars shine just as yellow and cold.
And the fool is awaiting his answer.
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AYR AND ALLOWAY
WALTER JAMES GRAHAM, 'II.

Ayr is an important watering- place as well as a city of considerable size. My companion, Duncan Cameron, wished me to
see, first of all, the beaches. So as soon as we alighted from the
train, we turned our steps toward the blue glimpses which were
to be had at the end of the smooth, well-ordered streets; and very
soon were glorying in the magnificent views seaward. Many
wealthy residents of Ayr and Glasgow have their summer homes
along this shore, so that it has become the best part of the city.
A wide white beach zigzags for miles on either hand; behind us
are stately brick houses, green lawns, and shady avenues; before
us a blue-green, gently-rolling sea stretches to the misty, precipitous peaks of Arran which rise bold and broken to the northwest.
We loitered along the sandy reaches; threw flat pebbles into
the lazy sea; and sunned ourselves for an hour or two upon the
recks, with the hazy crags of Goat Fell and Ailsa Craig dreaming in the distance,—I watching the children build their frail castles of sand, and Duncan talking. He is something of a philosopher and very much of a poet; so you may be sure I enjoyed
listening to him as he told me of the Land o' Bobbie Burns, its
history and traditions.
When we again moved ourselves, we skirted the shore till we
came to the outlet of the Ayr River. There, following the advice
of my guide, I closed my eyes to the dark, blackened quays and
massive stonework of the piers; and tried not to think where I
was until we approached an old bridge. It was the "Auld Brig
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of Ayr." There Duncan told me the story of the "Twa Brigs,"
which, I am ashamed to say, I had forgotten. According to
Burns, the old bridge is so narrow that two wheelbarrows tremble when they pass upon it. It happened that a new bridge was
built near by; and one night the "New Brig" got fresh and was
heard to say very spiteful things to the "Auld Brig." In answer,
the "Auld Brig" replied: "I'll be a brig when you're a shapeless
cairn!" And sure enough, the Auld Brig has outlived the new;
for of the latter, not a trace now remains. But by what mercenary zeal and painstaking care, by the use of what mechanical
preservatives, only the workmen of Ayr can tell. It is enough,
however, that Burns' facetious prophecy is fulfilled, even if the
old structure is superannuated; and altho numerous new bridges
now span the river, it may be that the grim spirit of the "Auld
Brig," thru the efficacy of the poet's fame, may see them all
crumble and decay.
Continuing up the river we left the region of paved streets
and walled channels, and rambled out into the country of the
""green crib" and "rich hawthorne blossom." I had no difficulty,
now, in convincing myself that this was the Ayr River. Duncan
repea'ted to me that loving burst of the poet's soul, "To Mary in
Heaven;" while I watched the stream, "gurgling, kiss its pebbled
shore," and heard the birds "sing love on every spray." Everything in the gentle Scotch landscape seemed too sweet and
dream-like for reality. The sloping meadows, clustering trees,
and purling waters in the stony river bed, took me back in fancy
to the day when Robert and Mary plighted their troth at a ford
a few miles higher up. That the supreme romance of Burns'
life centered around this stream is attested by the frequent mention of its name in his best lyrics and by his touching farewell to
its "bonny banks." Few are so devoid of human sympathy as
to read these lines without a little thrill of pity for the author.
Very feelingly, Duncan recited them; while I gazed at the flowered banks and tried to imagine the poet wandering, care-pressed,
tearful, and alone, as the gloomy night of trouble gathered
around him, and, with wounded heart, he contemplated leaving
his native land forever.
It seemed like the rude breaking of a beautiful, wistful
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dream, when Duncan suggested that unless we return to town
soon, we would not have time to go out to Alloway. So we
retraced our steps to the Burns statue which stands in a prominent place near the station; noted the "Old Plough Inn,"—and
two or three other resorts (hallowed spots) where the poet and
his dissolute companions used to drink dull care away; and took
a team for the Burns' monument.
The ride to Alloway is delightful, for the tramway passes
thru pleasant, shady suburbs and delicious farming country.
But disappointment awaits one at the birthplace of the poet.
Tea-gardens, museums, high fences, and paved streets, give an
air of artificiality and strainedness to the whole scene about the
little thatched cottage; and altho the building itself remains
essentially as it was when Bobbie first opened his big, bright eyes
to the wicked world; yet the naive setting which I had anticipated was as remote from the real one as the macadam highway
near by was from the woodsy lane in which the baby Robert
whiled away his early years.
A six pence admitted us to the museum. Here we found
many original manuscripts of the author; and, among other
relics, his bible which was recently purchased from private parties for 1700 pounds sterling. Other more or less genuine
remains of the poet were exhibited in glass cases. Not the least
interesting was an old guinea note, on the back of which he had
written these lines—
"I know thy power, thou pested leaf,
Full so sae all o'er woe an' grief,
For lack o' thee I lose my lass,
For lack o' thee I scrimp my glass,
I see the children of affliction
Unaided, thru my crust . . ."
The other lines are not legible. Poor Bobby, if he had
scrimped his glass a little more, he might never have had occasion to write these verses.
The cottage itself is long, low-roofed, and thatched with
straw. The heavy stone walls gleam with whitewash, broken
here and there by low doors and tiny, twelve-paned windows.

no
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It is a combination of house and barn; for one of its three little
rooms was occupied by the four-footed members of the family.
Many more relics of the poet's family are shown here, more or
less genuine. We purchased a few souvenirs, remarked the
fresh thatch on the roof and guessed how many times it had
been changed since Burns was born, then strolled down the road
half a mile to "Alloway's Auld haunted Kirk."
This is the bit of country which furnishes the background for
Burns' masterpiece. On the right of the road, surrounded by
the white monuments of a small kirkyard, stands the building
made famous by "Tarn o' Shanter." The ruin looks much as it
did in the poet's time except where vandal tourists have carried
off parts of its walls and roof. Ivy veils the rear, and a font of
solid stone is built into the wall on one side. The church cannot
be entered, as the open doors now have bars of iron across them;
but we looked into the gloomy, spooky interior and ceased to
marvel that it was the reputed resort of the evil ones in days
gone by.
Nearly in front, facing the road, is a marble slab bearing the
name of William Burnes, the father of Robert; also that poetic
estimate of the good man's character which concludes with the
superlative declaration that "E'en his failings leaned to virtue's
side."
We paused in the road and looked back at the gray pile of
stone. It is almost shapeless now. No slender pillars nor flying buttresses give it grace; no gothic facade nor fretted vault
ever embellished its rude masonry; symmetry, stateliness, architectural adornment, it never knew. Even its once simple, beauty
is gone. Yet the names of Burns and the fictitious "Tarn o'
Shanter" have elevated this ancient, tiny kirk to rank with abbey
and cathedral. We wonder and pass on.
A few steps farther on we enter a large tea-garden which
surrounds the Burns' monument on the bank of the River Doon.
In company with scores of other tourists, we ramble about the
gravelled paths; and, in spite of numerous notices to the effect
that we must refrain from touching any of the shrubs and flowers, at.opportune moments we snatched sprigs of cedar and havvthorne. In the base of the monument, we found other souve-
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nirs—these with fabulous prices attached to them. Here, also,
were other relics of Burns viewed thru a protecting medium of
glass. Behind these rests a large sculptured piece representing
the persons of Tarn o' Shanter and his friend, Souter Johnnie.
It is evident, from their positions and general bearing, that the
sculptor caught them at a moment when they were "o'er all the
ills of life victorious."
We paused only a few moments here. The air was stuffy,
the crowd obnoxious, and I really believe we were getting sick
of relics. After all, there is not much comfort in gazing at the
possible remains of a genius. Far better, it seemed to me, to
wander down along the banks of the rippling Doon from which
Burns received a part of his inspiration; to look up at the blue
sky from, perhaps, the very spot from which he viewed it; to
linger on the old "Brig o' Doon," and, leaning over its stone
wall, to watch the fitful play of light and shadow on the limpid
surface beneath. Such moments are rich in sentiment. After
the artificiality and sordid commercialism of the tea-gardens and
museums, they seemed a blessed respite.
So I gratefully
applauded Duncan when he suggested that the Spirit of Genius
must hate monuments and parks, and love to dwell among the
leafy braes of bonny Doon or in the mystic, sombre shadows of
some old piled cairn like Alloway Kirk.
The "Brig o' Doon" is a one-span, arched structure of mossy
gray and brown stone. Thanks to the friends of the poet, it has
not been allowed to disintegrate. Indeed, it looks good for a
couple of centuries more. A few rods above it is an old mill
which makes a very pretty picture with the over-hanging trees
and the silvery ripples of the stream in the foreground. An
attractive looking farmhouse, between the bridge and the mill
caught my companion's eye. "I'm hungry," he exclaimed.
It was a prosaic remark in a place made sacred by romance,
but somehow a responsive chord was struck in my own gastronomical soul.
"So am I," I declared.
"Let those tea-houses go fish!" was his profane exclamation,
"we'll go up to the farmhouse and get something good."
So, a few moments later found us seated on the grass in the
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fluttering shade of the oak trees, before the vine-covered farmhouse on the bank of Burns' beloved Doon thinking poetic
thoughts and gratifying our gastatory nerves with the exquisitely delicious sensations of English strawberries and the most
ambrosial cream. I am ashamed to say it, but we ate two boxes
of berries apiece; and each berry was as big around as a halfdollar. Such are English strawberries.
A couple of dreamy hours under the trees below the old mill
where the river turns to disappear beneath the massive arch of
the old Brig, then we bent our footsteps homeward. Throngs
of sight-seers blocked our way wherever we turned, the trains
were packed, and automobiles shrilly tooting, desecrated the
associations of the past. "Too bad, too bad," groaned Duncan.
I thought I understood his feelings.

CASTLES IN THE SAND
JAMES FRANK HILL,

'14

We builded our castles in the sand
And our sand forts, grim and tall,
With tower and arch and a lighthouse grand,
That shadowed a white sea-wall.
And we sat and dreamed that when we were men
What we built in the sand that day
We would buy and dig and build again
In marble and wood and clay.
To a wonderful country across the sea
We will sail like knights of old;
Where all the vessels drawn up at the quay
Are laden with silver and gold.
In the castle-tower is a lady in white;
In the dungeon a king is chained;
And the lady will wed the bravest knight
When the castle is regained.
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So we'll wait till the guards are all asleep,
And the moon has put out her light;
Then we'll storm the castle and take the keep,
And wed the lady in white.
We builded our castles in the sands;
The walls are all washed away;
But the dreams we dreamed and the plans we planned
Will live for aye and a day.
The battles we've fought have ne'er won fame;
No rich ships at anchor ride;
For us the old world is ever the same,
The new ebbed away with the tide.
And the king in chains and the lady in white
Are dead where the sand-heap fell.
If you stop and listen some summer night
You may hear their funeral knell.
•
We builded our castles in the sand;
The walls are crumbled away;
But the dreams we dreamed and the plans we planned
Will live for aye and a day.

Harvard—High School records and examinations in four
studies, including Latin, English and Mathematics or a science,
are to be the requirements for entrance to college instead of the
former method which required examinations in eight or ten
studies.
Evidently Harvard is not wholly a college for rich men.
During the year ending last October, about one-fourth of all the
students applied, through the Employment Office, for temporary
work. In addition, about five hundred report earnings which
amount to more than $71,000.
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AGNES

C. DWVER, 'II

CHAPTER II.
Promptly at two the following afternoon, Donald opened Pere
Douron's gate and went up the path to the white cottage where
Felice lived. The previous hour under the supervision of the
obliging Larry had rendered him immaculately b'rushed and of a
fairly calm state of mind. That faithful friend had said,"You'll
be minding your own business, and tending to the Captain's,
too, lad."
'"I can stand anything but sheep's eyes and love confidences,
Larry. I'll have to keep cool, but I'd rather take a licking from
a troop of these anarchists any time."
And so, while he stood fingering the white blossoms of the
vine about the porch, and talked to the white-haired, gentle old
Pere Douron, there was a set expression about his mouth that was
belied by the eager eyes watching the door for Felice.
This did not escape the kind eyes fixed upon him,—nor did the
quick blood in his cheeks when a step was heard on the stairs.
But it was gone in an instant and he was very cool as he faced the
girl who stopped short in the doorway, her face suddenly fallen,
and eyes wide with most unflattering disappointment. She hardly
noticed his brief words explaining that he had come in place of
the Captain.
"But you are not the Captain."
Donald's lowering face was very expressive of his feelings,
and this, and Pere Douron's mildly disapproving glance recalled
Felice. "Monsieur was most kind to come," she assured him
hastily. In her anxiety to atone, the frown left her own forehead, and she became very merry when his face lightened.
Felice found that she liked this tall young officer, whom she had
never noticed much before because he had always been accompanied by the Captain. The threatening skies were soon cleared
and by the time they set out on the mountain road they had
laughed together and were on the best of terms.
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And so it was through all the long, beautiful afternoon. This
time Felice had no cause for complaint of her companion's neglect,—not that she ever thought of comparing him with her
Captain.
From the top of the mountain a glorious stretch of country
lay before them, just brightening with the first flush of spring.
A prosperous and fertile country it was. Over at the right like
grim watchmen through the centuries rose the frowning gray
walls and towers of Quebec, and the grand old St. Lawrence,
broad and blue, or silver and threadlike, flowing past to the ocean.
Felice's face glowed with pride as she talked of the country
and pointed out the landmarks. And Donald watched her with
his heart in his eyes, realized that he was wondering foolishly if
her hair was really as soft as it looked; and then called himself
an infernal idiot. What was it that she said last? She was looking at him, waiting for him to answer.
"Oh, yes, indeed,—most certainly," he said eagerly, but the
surprised reproach of her eyes warned him and he tried,
"No, no, not at all, mademoiselle."
"You were not listening,—but we will go down anyway. It
is late."
And they went down the mountain side again, and it never
occurred to him to notice whether the country might shelter a
whole army of anarchists or not.
He had steadily refused to talk of the Captain, but within
sight of the garrison lights, she pointed back to show him how
far she and the Captain had gone yesterday, and her whole eager
face asked a little tribute to her happiness. With his eyes moodily
set straight ahead he swore softly at the Captain and himself
alternately.
"But you are not locking," and she held his arm to detain him.
He looked down at her, and a sudden great wave of feeling
swept away all his careful control,—hot anger and impatience,
and love for this girl—he forgot everything, grasped her shoulders fiercely and said,
"The Captain's wife is coming here—his wife,—do you hear?"
She tore herself free, her face blazing at him. Then through
a blur he saw her eyes become startled, uncomprehending, her lips
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grieved and trembling in a pitiful attempt at calm, and she faltered,
"His—his wife, monsieur?"
Dismayed, helpless before a sudden realization of his own
words, he would have given his life to have them unsaid. He
stepped forward and his lips moved but the words were unheard
for the clatter of a horse's hoofs as a rider reined in, and waved
frantically toward the garrison. He found everything there in disorder and uproar. The Captain was across the river with the
best half of the force,and direct news had come of an attack to be
made within the hour. Everywhere there were frantic men and
women, refugees from the outlaws abroad. Bewildered, he sent
Felice to the Captain's quarters with the other women, and vainly
tried to restore order. He could not see the danger threatening,
—only Felice was before him, Felice with wide eyes and quivering*mouth. To his own disgust he found that he was shaking,—
fear such as he had never felt before was choking him, and with
bitter contempt he measured himself as a coward.
"Oh, Larry," he groaned, mopping his forehead, "if only the
Captain were here." In a second a light hand was laid on his
arm and Felice stood there with white face and burning black
eyes.
"Let me go and tell him, monsieur! Let me go!"
He stared down at her dully, "You?"
"Yes. I can go quicker. I know the way. Oh, you must
let me go!" she implored.
"She's right," said Larry quickly, in a low voice. "It will be
safe for her—they won't suspect her."
"Then go," said Donald, and she was off like a flash. But
he was at the gate before her, with a long, dark cloak.
"You will be cold," he said, and wrapped it awkwardly
around her. "Tell the Captain to come straight with you, and
send his men around to cut away the bridge before the others.
They are on the way now from the hills,—and God keep you
safe, Felice!"
An hour later -he stood in the watch tower,—and waited.
Order was restored in the garrison—every man was at his post
and Donald was himself again.Larry was there beside him, and
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grim and white-faced they both looked out over the silent country
lying white in the moonlight.
"It seems," said Larry, "as though there couldn't be a thing
but peace on all the earth and in the hearts of men to-night."
But there was no peace on earth or in the hearts of men for
Vanciers that .night, for across the fields a slow-moving
black line marked the approach of the Captain's men, and somewhere over among the hills, coming to meet them another and
stronger band, grim, determined!
"Larry," said Holt, his voice suddenly husky. "I'll be glad to
give my life to-night if only we can beat the infernal outlaws,"
and Larry wrung his outstretched hand in silence.
In the shadow of the trees a hundred yards from the gate of
the garrison, Captain Jack stood and looked down perplexed at
Felice,—a poor, broken little Felice. She had refused to speak
all the way, and now sank on the ground, her courage" and
strength exhausted.
"It's only a few steps, Felice. We can make a dash for it,"
he urged. But she did not move. "You go on alone. Oh,
please. I do not care anyway,—No! no! don't touch me."
In spite of her protest he raised her to her feet and was preparing to carry her, when she clutched his arm tightly, her eyes,
with horror, fastened on two dark figures that rose from the
shadows behind him. He whirled about to face them, but before
he knew it, Felice had thrown herself in front of him, her arms
about his neck. There was a sudden report, a blinding flash
from the shadows, and now he was staring horrified at Felice,
fallen limp on his arm. Donald appeared from somewhere, and
with one well-aimed shot answered a second from the shadows.
One of the two men fell, but Donald's left arm hung broken, and
it took a third shot from Larry to kill the other outlaw.
The Captain's company came dashing up with the news that
the enemy was within five minutes' march. There was scarcely
time to get back to the garrison before the fight was raging. A
force of desperate, untrained rebels, far out-numbering the little
company of soldiers whom they fought—it was a night that has
gone down in history, and every schoolboy in Vanciers knows
how the struggle went on for six long hours. How the invaders
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again and again dashed at the little garrison, and fell back, their
superior numbers repeatedly put to rout by the unerring aim of
the men inside. And how, when the ammunition was low, and
the men nearly exhausted, Lieutenant Holt, unmindful of his
broken left arm, carried a pistol in his right hand, and leading
twenty men out through the thicket, blocked the retreat of the
enemy, while Captain Jack came riding out from the garrison
with the other men, surprised the outlaws, forced a quick surrender, and led them in captives, just as the first gray light of
dawn appeared in the east.
As the sun rose the wounded and dead were being taken
away. Donald stood at the window and with unseeing eyes
looked away to the eastern hills. The sky lightened with an everdeepening glow of crimson and yellow and dull orange, The terrible weariness in his face showed distinctly. In the clear, commonplace light of day, the night just passed seemed unreal and
far off. He looked at the work outside with a curious impersonal feeling,—a dull conviction that it must be some one else, not
himself, standing there.
Silently he watched them bear away Felice—true, loyal little
Felice,—home to Pere Douron, whose white head would be
bowed in sorrow.
Then he sat down by the table with head bowed upon his arm,
and there Larry found him motionless—Larry, the only one who
understood, and he laid his hand on the dark head in silence.
Late that afternoon Donald watched for the Captain's return
from Pere Douron's. The sky was darkened by heavy clouds
except where one long white bar of light stretched low along the
horizon,—all that remained of day.
When his friend came he found Donald standing there,—
calm, apparently his old self, except for his bandaged arm and
white face.
The Captain stood by the fire in grave silence for a while—
the big, kindly soldier, forgetful of his friend, for once awakened,
conscious of himself. When he spoke, his voice was low and
thoughtful.
"There are a great many people there, Donald,—Pere Douron
is broken-hearted,—and Marie.They are all in the room where
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the vines are growing over the windows, and Felice is lying there
so still—I couldn't help thinking of something the little woman at
home reads to me,—a poem about a girl dead, like her. Only it
was different with Felice. She cared for me, Donald, for me,—
Felice loved me, and I didn't know it."
He waited, but Donald did not speak, and the Captain
went on.
"She had a rose in her fingers,—the one she gave me. She
asked them to take it back from me and let her carry it with her.
I couldn't stand their slow, heart-breaking music, and I came
away. Donald, she saved my life, and gave hers, and perhaps
that's best,—that she shouldn't know that I know,—but she shows
me myself so plainly."
He stopped suddenly. Donald was looking far away through
the window, his face unexpressive—unlistening. It was the first
time he had ever been wanting. The Captain went out without
speaking again.
Donald's eyes sought the spire of the little white church, just
visible beneath the darkened sky.
"She might be here now if I hadn't told her—but I couldn't
help it. Oh little Felice, your life was only a life of simple faith,
but it shows two men the better way. And perhaps," he said
softly, "I can say of her too,
'This is our secret: go to sleep,
You will wake, and remember,—and understand.''

Columbia—As a result of petitions of the Seniors in the
Schools of Applied Science, examinations in January were held
under the Honor System.
A students' depository, or bank, has been established. No
interest is paid and withdrawals or deposits must be of at least
five dollar.s
Columbia has 745 officers and instructors this year.
A "Mathematics' Club" has been established to raise the
standard in all branches of this study.

BOARD
CLARENCE IRVING CHATTO,
CLAIR ELSMBRE TURNER,

RAY ALLAN CLEMENT,
• RALPH MERRILL BONNEY,
ALETHEA ROLLINS,

'12, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

'12, ABIGAIL MARGARET KINCAID, '12, LITERARY

'13

'13

'12, LOCAL EDITOR

DONALD BARROWS PARTRIDGE.
GRACE EMMA CURRIE,

'14

'14
ASSISTANTS

JUNE ATKINSON,

'12, ALUMNI

FLORENCE ANNIE RIDBOUT,

'12, EXCHANGES

F. ALEXANDER NEVERS, '12, BUSINESS MANAGER
HARLAN HOLDBN,

'13, ASS'T MANAGER

The literary societies of the college are
Problems of the approaching a crisis in their history. They
Literary Societies are, as one might say, in a transition period.
When the societies were founded, and for
many years afterward, the meetings were essentially debating
and literary gatherings, with the emphasis laid heavily upon the
debating. To this fact it is doubtless due that Bates owes a
large part of her phenomenal success in intercollegiate debate,
but the condition of things which made this true has passed away,
and with it the need of the society as a field of formal debate.
When the Friday evening discussion became inadequate as a
training for intercollegiate debate, the courses in argumentation
were extended, until at present the man who is interested in
debate has the opportunity to do work in the subject under an
instructor thruout almost the entire year, and has not the time
nor the ambition to prepare extra debates for the society. Nor
is the decline of debating in the societies so greatly to be deplored
as it may seem to some, especially to members of the alumni who
are not in touch with present conditions at Bates. It does not
mean that the societies will no longer give to their members the
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training in public speaking which has been one of the most valuable assets of the Bates man for years, but that this will be done
thru the medium of informal discussions, original speeches, and
other forms of literary and social activity rather than thru
formal debate. The Bates societies of the future will more and
more emphasize the social side of their work, and it is to them
that we may look for the solution of that most important problem
of our college today—the problem of our social life.
Whether the societies succeed or fail in this lies probably
with the students of the present student generation and those
immediately succeeding it. And in considering this no student
should ignore the possibilities and opportunities as well as the
needs of our literary associations. If there is an upper classman
who locks on the work of these organizations with contempt and
with a feeling that it is worthless to him as an individual, then
he has failed to grasp one of the greatest of his college opportunities, and, while the society loses much in his support, he himself loses far more. The Freshman who does not ally himself
with the society during his first year is making a mistake at the
beginning of his course in neglecting the literary, cultural, and
social training which the societies offer—a training second in
importance not even to the work of the class-room, a training
which probably goes farther toward the after success or failure
of the man than any other one thing in his college life. Every
student who feels that he needs development in speaking, in
original thinking, in the social and cultural sides of his character;
every student who feels that he wishes to associate himself with
those men and women who are foremost in the intellectual and
cultural life of the college, must become active in the work of the
societies, and by so doing, he will at the same time help to carry
them safely thru the transition stage and to establish them firmly
on their new basis as dominant centers of the literary and social
life of the college.

Princeton—As a memorial to former President Cleveland,
a massive gray tower, 150 feet high and 40 feet square, is to be
erected. The cost will be $100,000.
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The Fifth Annual Debate with Clark College,
Worcester, Mass., was presented in the chapel
Friday evening, March 31, before a very large
and enthusiastic audience. Bates had the better of a keenly contested argument and was awarded the decision by the judges,
thereby winning three of the series of five debates in which Clark
has won two.
Every man on both teams acquitted himself honor and
received hearty applause from the audience. The question discussed was: Resolved, That reciprocity with Canada,, as provided
in the agreement recently adopted by the joint commission at
Washington, would be economically advantageous to the United
States.
Bates supported the negative and her team consisted of Clair
E. Turner, '12, Bernt O. Stordahl, '11, and Robert M. Pierce, '11.
Clark- defended the affirmative with the following team:
George E. Cole, '11; Frank L. Sawyer, '13; and Hubert C.
Thompson, '11. The alternates were: For Bates, Wayne E. Davis,
'12; for Clark, Reuben Kaufman, '11. The presiding officer was
Rev. A. T. Salley, D.D., pastor of the Main Street Free Baptist
Church, Lewiston. Prayer was offered by Rev. H. P. Woodin,
D.D., pastor of the High Street Congregational Church, Auburn.
The judges were: Professor Mitchell of Bowdoin College;
Hon. George W. Hazelton of Gardiner, and Hon. Richard Webb
of Portland. The timekeeper was John L. Reade, Esq., Lewiston. The college orchestra rendered several selections before and
after the debate.
Bates-Clark
Debate

Eurosophia entertained the other two societies
in Fiske room, Friday evening, March 3.
Meeting
William Morrison, president of Eurosophia,
presided. The program consisted of a number of selections by
the orchestra, readings by Mrs. Pomeroy, and violin solos by
Union Society
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Hubert Davis. These were all greatly enjoyed. After the program, the chairs were cleared away and a grand march followed.
Refreshments were served, George Ross being caterer.

The annual Senior Exhibition was presented
Senior Exhibition in Main Street Free Baptist Church, Thursday evening, March 30. All of the parts were
of unusual excellence in both matter and delivery. The following was the program:
Music
Prayer by the Chaplain

Orchestra

HOWARD DUNN, JR.

The Missionary of To-Day
SUSAN ELSIE HAYES

The Measure of a Man
HORACE FRANKLIN TURNER

The Function of the Imagination
ELIZABETH FRANCES INGERSOLL

A Hebrew Cynic
RALPH PENNELL

Dow

Music
A Plea for Shy lock

Orchestra

GULIE ANNETTE WYMAN

Modern Philistinism
ALTON

Ross HODGKINS

The Old World's Debt to the New
WINIFRED GRACE TASKER

The Heroism Needed To-Day
WALDO VANDERBILT ANDREWS

Music
The Value of Fiction

Orchestra
RITA MAY

Cox

The Greatness of Washington
STANLEY INCREASE FRENCH
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The Invisible Millions
GEORGIA MABEL COOPER

The Cost of Progress
SIDNEY HAYES

Music

Cox
Orchestra

The Presiding Officer for the evening was Roy Merrill Strout.
The committee of arrangements consisted of Warren N. Watson, Howard W. Dunn, Jr., Ralph C. Whipple, Lura M. Howard
and Grace I. Parsons.
The season of indoor exercise for young
The Girls' Gymna- women closed Friday afternoon, March 31,
siurn Exhibition with the annual gymnasium exhibition, in
Rand Hall Gymnasium. Many friends of the
college witnessed the drills, marches, games, and dances.
The
Spanish dance by the Seniors, given in Spanish costume, was particularly attractive. The exhibition did credit to the excellent
training given by Miss Carter, physical director of the young
women. The program closed with a relay race by the three
lower classes, which was won by the Sophomores. The program
was as follows:
1. March and Drill
All Classes
2. Aesthetic Work
Sophomores
(a) Minuet.
(b) The Unique.
(c) Irish Lilt.
(a)
Stage March
Freshmen
3(b) Swedish Folk Dance "Ricking."
Aesthetic
Work
Juniors
4(a) Motor March.
(b) Spanish Gavotte.
Sophomores
5- Gymnastic Drill
1913-1914
6. Apparatus Work
Seniors
7. Spanish Dance
8. Games
(a) Dodge Ball- 1912.
(b) Ball Stand—1913.
(c) Japanese Tag—1914.
All Classes
Relay
Race
9-
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During the month of March special exercises
presented every Sunday afternoon at
were r
Libbey Forum for the young men of the college. They have proved of unusual interest and value.
On March 12, Frank Smith, Bowdoin, '11, delivered a stirring
address.
March 19, Dr. A. N. Leonard gave a reading from one of
Maeterlinck's latest dramas.
March 26, Dr. W. H. Hartshorn gave a special reading.
April 2, a special song service was held in which the students
joined in singing many of the old familiar hymns.
ay
er
Services

The second vesper recital this year was held
Vesper Recital Sunday afternoon, March 5, in Fiske room by
Prof. Brandelle and Mr. Stanton. They were
assisted by Hubert Davis, '12, violinist, and J. Y. Scruton, '13,
pianist. Many students and friends of the college were present
and enjoyed the music very much.
The program was as follows:
1.
2.

Duet: Lord, cause thy Face to Shine
Refrain thy Voice from Weeping

3.

(a) Folksong
(b) Through the Meadow

4.

Violin Solo: Aria

5.

Abide with Me

6.
7.

Duet: Herbslied
Night of Nights

Costa
Sullivan

MR. BRANDELLE

MacDowell
MacDozvcll

MR. STANTON
MR. DAVIS

Bullard
MR. BRANDELLE

Mendelssohn
Van de Water
MR. STANTON

8.

Vesper Prayer
(With violin accompaniment)

Brackett

MR. BRANDELLE

9.

Von Tielitz

Resignation
MR. STANTON

10. Duet: I waited for the Lord

Mendelssohn
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Monday evening, March 20, the young ladies
Seniors Entertain of the Senior Class entertained their basketBasketball Team ball team in a part of the gymnasium which
was very cosily and tastefully decorated with
rugs, plants, and sofa pillows, as a means of showing their appreciation of what the team had done during the past four years for
the class. Chafing dish refreshments and punch were served.
The toasts were witty and created much amusement. The evening will be remembered as one of the most pleasant affairs in the
history of the class.
The annual meeting of the Y. W. C. A. for
...
cm
1 1 1 • n» 1
Y' W C A
election of officers was held in riske room
Tuesday evening, March 7. (The girls
brought their sewing and a social hour was enjoyed. Reports of
the past year's work were read by the officers and by the chairmen
of the various committees.) The officers for the following year
are: Florence Rideout, President; Jeanie Graham, Vice-President; Mildred Ryder, Secretary; and Florence Day, Treasurer.
Annual Election of ,,

Thursday evening, March 16, Miss Carter
entertained the members of the four girls'
Entertains
basketball teams in her rooms. There were
twenty-four present and a very enjoyable evening was spent.
Refreshments were served and at a late hour the girls dispersed
voting Miss Carter a charming hostess.
Miss Carter

The Prize Division in the Freshman DeclamaDecTamatons

tions was

held

in

Hathorn

Hall

> Saturday
afternoon, March 11, 1911. The exercises
were public, and a large and enthusiastic audience was in attendance. The prize for the young men was awarded to James Roy
Packard of Monmouth, and honorable mention was made of all
the remaining young men; the contest being so close. The prize
for the young women was awarded to Miss Marian Rae Sanborn
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of Auburn, and honorable mention was made of Miss Ellen
Holden Libbey of Portland. The order of the exercises was as
follows:
Music
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA

Prayer
REV.

L. H. HALLOCK, D.D.

Response
ORCHESTRA
I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

King John, Act. IV., Scene I.
Shakespeare
Miss HELEN TIBBETTS, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fidelity
Lodge
WILLIAM GEORGE TACKABERRY, Lewiston
A Tragedy in Millinery
Wiggin
MISS DORA CLARK TASH, Lewiston
Our Civilization
Beveridge
JAMES ROY PACKARD, Monmouth
Music
The Going of the White Swan1
Parker
Miss HELEN LOUISE GEORGE, East Walpole, Mass.
The Subjugation of the Filipino
Hoar
DONALD BARROWS PARTRIDGE, Norway Lake
The Death of Crailey Gray
Tarkington
Miss MARIAN RAE SANBORN, Auburn
A Vision of War
Ingersoll
GEORGE CHARLES MARSDEN, Lisbon
Music
An Affair of Honor
Montgomery
Miss ELLEN HOLDEN LIBBEY, Portland
The True Grandeur of Nations
Sumner
LAURANCE BRAY SYLVESTER, Harrison
Our Guide in Rome and Genoa
Clement
MISS CLARA BERTHA NEAL, Farmington, N. H.
Patriotism
Anonymous
CHARLES ELMER HADLEY, Lewiston
Music
AWARD OF JUDGES

The judges for the speaking were Rev. H. P. Woodin, D. S.
Williams, Esq., and Mrs. W. M. Abbott. The committee of
arrangements consisted of Robert H. Kerr, F. Marion Lougee,
and Mansur T. Sprague.
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Musical Club
Concert

The annual concert of the glee and mandolin
c]ubs Qf the conege was gjven in the Main
Street Free Baptist Church, Lewiston, on

Wednesday evening, March 29. A large and appreciative audience greeted the college men. Every number was encored. The
concert was financially successful. The musical clubs will make
a trip during the Easter recess through New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Vermont.

A valuable and highly appreciated addition
v . „°
to the art room of Coram Library is the bust
L
the
Art Room
.
*
of Christ presented to the college by Rev.
Charles G. Ames, Pastor Emeritus of the First Church of the
Disciples in Boston. The bust is of beautiful white marble and
was sculptured in Paris by Hiram Powers expressly for the parents of Governor Wolcott. Later the bust was presented by the
Wolcott family to Mr. Ames who for many years has treasured
it most highly.
1

Swimming Pools, J. K. Allen; Scientific
Nutrition Simplified, Goodwin Brown; The
Coram Library
*~ __.'
..
,
Book of Football, Walter Camp; Nutrition of
Man, and Physiological Economy in Nutrition, R. H. Chittenden;
Intestinal Auto-intoxication, A. Combe; Nature and Health,
Edward Curtis; The A. B. Z. of Our Own Nutrition, Horace
Fletcher; Text-book of Physiology, W. H. Howell; Instinct and
Health and Preventable Diseases, Woods Hutchinson; Elements
of the Science of Nutrition, Graham Lusk; The School House, J.
A. Moore; Sanitation in Daily Life, Mrs. E. H. Richards; School
Hygiene, E. R. Shaw; Gymnastic Kinesiology, William Skarstrom; Why Worry? G. L. Walton; Sanitary Officer's Hand-Book
of Practical Hygiene, Wanhill & Beveridge; Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology, 2 vols., J. M. Baldwin; presented by the
Alumni Association.
Readings in American Government, C. A. Beard; The Economic History of the U. S., E. L. Bogart; The American ComNew Books at the
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monwealth, 2 vols., rev. ed., James Bryce; Selections from the
Economic History of the United States, G. S. Callender; The
United States as a World Power, A. C. Coolidge; Cambridge
Modern History, vol. 12; Documentary History of the American
Industrial Society, vols. 1 and 2; Practical Problems in Banking
and Currency, W. H. Hull, ed.; Money, David Kinley; The Political History of England, 12 vols., Hunt, William and Poole, R. L.
ed.; Latter-day Problems, J. L. Laughlin; The People's Law, C.
S. Lobingier; The American Year Book, S. N. D. North, ed.;
Introduction to Public Finance, C. C. Plehn; The Economic
Interpretation of History, E. R. A. Seligman; A Popular Guide
to the Heavens, Sir R. S. Ball; The Moon, James Nasmyth &
James Carpenter; Reminiscences of an Astronomer, Simon Newcomb ; purchased from the Bates Fund.
Talks on Writing English, 2 vols., Arlo Bates; Studies in
Structure and Style, W. T. Brewster; Theories of Style, Lane
Cooper; Methods and Materials of Literary Criticism, C. M. Gayley & F. N. Scott; Chantecler, Edmond Rostand; purchased from
the Library appropriation.
Manual of Geology, 4th ed., J. D. Dana; Physical and Commercial Geography, Gregory, Keller, & Bishop; The Age of Mammals, H. F. Osborn; Physiography, R. D. Salisbury; from the
Geological Department.
The North Pole, R. E. Peary; presented by Charles J. Nichols,
Esq., Bates 1890. Love Poems, R. C. Robbins; presented by the
author.

University of Chicago—A life-size bronze bust of John D.
Rockefeller has been placed in Hutchinson Hall.
It is intended to erect a new library, costing $60,000, in memory of the late President Harper.
Out of 166 alumni questioned by the faculty, 106 favored the
honor system in examinations.
There is to be a new course in wireless engineering in the
near future.
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The 18th Annual Indoor Meet was held at
Indoor Meet
City Hall, Monday evening, April 3. It was
of the usual high order of excellence. As was
anticipated, the Sophomores carried away the victory with a total
of fifty-»four points, the Freshmen were second with eighteen
points, the Juniors, third with twelve, and the Seniors finished
fourth, with six as their total.
Record time was out of the question since spiked shoes were
not allowed upon the floor, but, notwithstanding, every race was
keenly contested, especially the hurdles, dashes and relay races.
In the shot put, Gove, '13, made 40 feet and 4 inches, which is
nearly equal to the M. I. A. A. record of 40 feet and 8 inches held
by Morrell of Bowdoin.
It is noteworthy that the Sophomores took first in all but three
of the events.
Woodman, '13, was high point winner with 14 points bettering his record of last year by 2 points. Holden was second with
13 points, and Capt. Blanchard, third with 8^2 points.
The events were as follows :
Class drill, won by 1912.
Broad Sword Drill, Class of 1912. E. H. Fuller, leader; H.
P. Davis, pianist; Allen, Blaisdell, Bonney, Chatto, Chesley,
Clement, Davis, W. E., Doe, Jennings, Kierstead, Lane, Lowry,
Merrill, Rhoades, Tucker.
Dumb Bell Drill, Class of 1913. R. M. Bonney, leader; E.
G. Bessey, pianist; Adams, Carter, Cash, Cheever, Emmons,
Fletcher, Jewett, Kidder, Lowry, Manter, Nickerson, Noyes, Pennell, Seeley, Wilson.
Indian Club Drill, Class of 1914. E. M. Drumm, leader;
R. M. Tombleu, pianist; Hadley, Ham, Hussey, Lee, Barron,
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Loeffler, Packard, Smith, Sylvester, Sullivan, Swasey, Tabor,
Tackerberry, Warren, Wilson.
25 YD. DASH •
Final heat won by Holden, '13; Mayo, '14 second; Dennis, '13,
third. Time, 31-5 seconds.
POTATO RACE

Potato race won by F. Keaney, '11; A Keaney, '14, second;
Hadley, '14, third. Time, 43 1-5 seconds.
25 YD. HIGH HURDLE
Final heat won by Woodman, '12; Blanchard, '12, second;
Dunfield, '11, third. Time 34-5 seconds.
BROAD JUMP

Broad jump won by Holden, '13; Mayo, '14, second; A.
Keaney, '14, third. Distance, 19 ft., 3 in.
SHOT PUT

Shot Put won by Gove, '13; Shepard, '13, second; Thompson,
'13, third.. Distance, 40 ft., 4 in.
25 YD. Low HURDLES
Final heat won by Blanchard, '12; Woodman, '13, second;
Thompson, '13, third. Time, 3 3-5 seconds.
HIGH JUMP

High jump won by Kempton, '13; Woodman, '13, second;
Bartlett, '12 and Blanchard, '12, tied for third. Height, 5 ft., 4111.
POLE VAULT

Pole vault won by Baker, '14; Woodman, '13 and Johnston,
'13, tied for second and third. Height, 8 ft., 9 in.
MILE RUN

Mile run won by Deering, '13; Holden, '13, second; Parker,
'14, third. Time, 4 min., 55 2-5 seconds.
RELAY RACES

Bates, 1911, Richardson, Keaney, Peaks, Lovely, were
defeated by 1912, Blanchard, Beek, Bartlett, Remmert. Time,
1 min., 21 3-5 seconds.
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1913, Dennis, Dexter, Holden, Thompson, defeated 1914,
Keaney, Duvey, Nevers, Mayo. Time, 1 min., 18 3-5 seconds.
Final—1913 defeated 1912. Time, 1 min., 21 2-5 seconds.
E. L. H. S. defeated £. H. S. Time, 1 min., 22 seconds.
Brunswick high defeated Morse high. Time, 1 min., 23 3-5
seconds.
E. L. H. S. defeated Brunswick. Time, 1 min., 21 3-5 seconds.
Frye Grammar school defeated Webster Grammar school.
Time, 1 min., 27 3-5 seconds.
Algonquins defeated Pilgrim Juniors. Time, 1 min., 23 1-5
seconds.
The "summary:
25 yd. dash
25 yd. high hurdles
25 yd. low hurdles
High jump
Potato race
Shot put
Pole vault
Broad.jump
Mile run
Class relays
Totals

1911 1912 1913 1914
o
o
6
3
1
3
5
o
o
5
4
o
o
1
8
o
5
o
o
4
o
o
9
o
o
o
4
5
o
o
5
4
o
o
8
1
o
3
5
1
6

12

54

18

Girls' Championship Basketball
The girls' championship basketball series was played in the
Gymnasium at Rand all during the week beginning March
13. The first games were between the Seniors and Sophomores
and the Juniors and Freshmen, on March 13. The game between
the Seniors and Sophomores furnished the greatest excitement,
the score standing 13 to 12 in favor of the Sophomores at the end
of the first half. In the second half Miss McKee shot seven goals
for the Seniors who won by the score of 31 to 20. In the game
between the Juniors and Freshmen the work of Miss Alley for
the Juniors and of Miss Blethen for the Freshmen was noticeably
good. The Juniors won by the score of 14 to 9.
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The summary:
1911
Howard, r.f
McKee, l.f
Hackett, s.c
Dwyer, j.c
Clifford, r.b
Lowe, l.b

i9J3
lb., Rackliffe
r.b., M. Smith
s.c., Atto
j.C., Graham
Li, Vose
r.b., Macomber

Score: 1911, 31; 1913, 20. Goals from floor, McKee, 10;
Howard, 4; Macomber, 3; Vose, 2. Goals from fouls, Howard,
2; McKee, 1; Vose, 7; Macomber 3. Umpire—Lovell, '12, and
Coach Purinton. Referee, Dean Carter. Timekeepers, F. W.
Keany, Jr., '11, and Griffin, '13. Scorers, Turner, '11, and Thompson, '13. Time, two 15-min. halves.
1912
I9T4
Alley, r.f
l.b., Smalley
Pingree, l.f
r.b., Blethen
Downing, j.c
j.c, Ryder
Hodgdon, s.c
s.c, Fowler
Neal, r.b
l.f., George
Xoyes, l.b
r.f., Currie
Score: 1912, 14; 1914, 9. Goal from floor, Alley, 3; Pingree,
3; George, 2; Currie, 2. Goals from fouls, Alley, 1; Pingree, 1;
Currie, 1. Referee, Dean Carter. Umpire, Coach Purinton.
Timekeepers, Conklin, '12, and Tackaberry, '14. Scoters, Blanchard, '12, and A. Keaney, '14. Time, two 15-min. halves. In the
second series of games, Tuesday evening, the Seniors defeated
the Juniors 36 to 17. In the second half the Juniors outplayed
their opponents and gave the prettiest exhibition of basketball of
the evening. Miss McKee was the individual star of the game,
throwing 11 baskets.
In the Sophomore-Freshman game, Miss Macomber took first
honors, throwing 6 baskets.
1911
McKee, l.f
Howard, r.f
Dwyer, j.c
Clifford, r.b
Lowe, l.b

1912
r.b., Neal
.. l.b., Noyes
j.c, Downing, Meserve
l.f., Pingree
r.f., Alley
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Score, 1911, 36; 1912, 17. Referee, Miss Bass of Colby.
Umpire, Woodman, 1913. Timekeepers, Whipple, 1911, and
Lamorey, 1912. Scorers, Lovely, 1911, and Bolster, 1912. Goals
from floor, McKee, '11; Howard, 6; Pingree, 6; Alley, 2. Goals
from fouls, Howard, 1; McKee, 1; Alley, 1. Time, 2 15-min.
halves.
1913
Macomber, r.f
Vose, l.f
Atto, s.c
Graham, j.c
M. Smith, r.b
Rackliffe, l.b.:

I9H
l.b., Smalley
r.b., Blethen
s.c, Ryder
j.c, Fowler
l.f., George
r.f., Currie

Score, 1913, 21; 1914, 10. Goals from floor, Macomber, 6;
Vose, 3; Currie, 3; George, 2. Goals from fouls, Vose, 3. Referee, Miss Bass of Colby. Umpire, Lovell, 1912. Timekeepers,
Brown, 1913, and Shaw, 1914. Scorers, Dennis, 1913, and Dyer,
1914. Time, 2 15-min. halves. The final games in the series
were played Wednesday evening, March 15. Sure of victory and
championship honors, the Senior supporters appeared made up
as Indians dangling the scalps of every class which they have
played against since coming to college. The porch at Rand Hall
was the scene of a celebration in which red fire, cheers and songs
featured. The Freshman-Senior game proved to be the least
interesting of the series because of the marked superiority of the
older players who rolled up a score of 36 to their opponents' 12.
Miss McKee made the record for the series, shooting 12 baskets
from the floor.
The game between the Sophomores and Juniors proved to be
the most keenly contested of the series. The Junior girls led at
the end of the first half, 9 to 5, but in the second period the Sophomores rallied remarkably winning by the score of 19 to 15. Miss
Macomber was the mainstay of her team, scoring 16 of the 19
points. Misses Alley and Pingree played a strong game for the
Juniors. The summary:
1911
Howard, r.f
McKee, l.f

1914
l.b., Smalley
r.b., Blethen
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Hackett, s.c
Dvvyer, j.c
Clifford, r.b
Lowe, l.b

s.c, Ryder
j.c, Fowler
1.1, George
r.f., Currie

Score: 1911, 35; 1914, II. Goals from floor, McKee, '12;
Howard, 5; George, 3; Currie, 1. Goals from fouls, Howard,
1; Currie, 2; George I. Referee, Miss Bass of Colby. Umpire,
Mr. S. R. Oldham. Timekeepers, Dunfield, 1911, and Partridge,
1914. Scorers, F. Keaney, 1911, and Twomblin, 1914. Time,
2 15-min. halves.
1912
Alley, r.f
Pingree, l.f
Hodgdon, s.c
Downing, j.c
Xeal, r.b
Noyes, l.b

1913
l.b., Rackliffe
r.b., M. Smith
s.c, Atto
j.c, Graham
l.f., Vose
r.f., Macomber.

Score: 1913, 19; 1912, 15.
Goals from floor, Alley, 4; Pingree, 3; Macomber, 7; Vose, 1.
Goals from fouls, Pingree, 1; Macomber, 2; Vose, I. Referee,
Miss Bass of Colby. Umpire, Mr. S. R. Oldham. Timekeepers,
Remmert, 1912, and Nickerson, 1913. Scorers, Lovell, 1912, and
Deering, 1913. Time, 2 15-min. halves.
Team
1911
1913
1912
1914

Won
3
2
1
o

Lost
o
1
2
3

.

Per Ct.
1,000
.666
.333
.000

The Freshman Relay Team defeated the BowFreshman Relay doin Freshmen at the annual Indoor Meet
held in Brunswick Town Hall, March 17.
The following men made the team: Mayo, Capt.; A. Keaney,
Xevers, Duvey, J. Haggerty, Reagan, Baker, and Tabor.
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The third annual gathering of the Connecticut Valley Bates
Alumni Association met in Hartford at the home of Dr. W. R.
Thompson, '88, on March 17, about forty-five graduates and
friends being present to enjoy the hospitality of the host and
hostess. A thoroughly enjoyable evening was passed. The Class
of '04 had the largest representation, with seven members present.
During the evening the $1500 portrait of President Chase
painted by Flagg of Hartford and recently on exhibition in New
York, was shown in Dr. Thompson's home.
Following a luncheon served by Dr. and Mrs. Thompson, the
company proceeded to the program of the evening. Charles E.
Brockway, 78, of West Springfield, Mass., spoke on "The Indebtedness of the Alumni to Bates;" Rev. Roscoe Nelson, '87, of
Windsor, Conn., on "Our Debt to the Progressors;" and Miss
Bessie Sheehan, '06, of South Manchester, Conn., on "What the
Girls Owe to Bates." After these addresses Prof. Hartshorn, the
guest of the evening, gave a surprising collection of figures showing the rapid growth of the college. Following this a half hour
was spent in questions and discussion relative to present conditions at Bates.
There are now about one hundred graduates in Connecticut
and western Massachusetts, and the officers of the Association are
working to develop a strong organization in that district.
For the ensuing year the following officers were elected:
President, Charles E. Brockway, '78, West Springfield, Mass.;
Vice-President, Harrison Whitney, M. D. V., '84, Xew Haven,
Conn.; Secretary and Treasurer, Rev. E. B. Smith, '04, Lebanon,
Conn.; Executive Committee, Prof. A. P. Irving, '97, Springfield;
Dr. W. X. Thompson, '88, Hartford; Miss Edith Kelley, '99,
Springfield; Miss Alice L. Sands, '04, Hartford; Prof. E. A.
Childs, '02, Wethersfield, Conn.
1870—Prof. Lyman G. Jordan was elected a Fellow of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science on Dec.
30, 1910.
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1871—Hon. Jesse M. Libby is serving his fifteenth consecutive
year as superintendent of the schools of Mechanic Falls. He was
recently chosen a trustee of the public library there for three
years.
1872—John A. Jones of Lewiston was a delegate to the semiannual meeting of the State Board of Trade at Waterville on
March 15. Mr. Jones has recently been re-elected Railroad Commissioner of Maine.
1875—Rev- an(l Mrs. A. T. Salley have been entertaining Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace F. Holman, both of the Class of '09, at their
home on Mountain Avenue.
1879—Dr. E. A. McCollister and his family have moved from
Lewiston to Dalroy, Alberta, Canada, where they are to engage in
wheat raising on a large scale. The doctor has purchased a farm
of 500 acres, and intends to build a house immediately.
1881—Colonel William T. Perkins has been elected president
of the University of Michigan Alumni Association of Seattle,
Washington, at the annual meeting and banquet in the Commercial Club. He was also chosen one of the delegates to the
Michigan Alumni Council, which is to meet at Ann Arbcr in June.
1883—Hon. Oliver L. Frisbee is chairman of the Public Improvement Committee of the New Hampshire House of Representatives instead of the Public Improvement Committee of Portsmouth, as was incorrectly stated in the last STUDENT. He was
recently appointed by Gov. Bass to represent New Hampshire in
the Marine Congress at Washington.
1885—On March 24, the members of the Maine House of Representatives to Hon. Frank A. Morey, Speaker of the House, a
beautiful gold watch and chain and a diamond pin, as a token of
their friendship and respect for him. On March 20, Mr. Morey
was inaugurated Mayor of Lewiston for the fifth time.
1885—The Bridge Teachers' Agency, at Berkeley, California,
of which Carl A. Scott, '85, is a proprietor, has procured for
Bates' graduates 325 positions, at salaries from $2,300 down.
1885—Dr. W. V. Whitmore, of Tucson, Arizona, was on the
first of the year reappointed, by the Board of Supervisors, County
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Superintendent of Health and Registrar of Vital Statistics. He
has held this position for 4 years.
Dr. Whitmore has just been re-elected a member of the Board
of Education, for 3 years, by an overwhelming majority. He has
been president of the Board for 2 years and now continues in that
office.
At the annual reorganization of the Board of Medical Examiners of Arizona Dr. Whitmore was elected president. He was
been a member of this Board for 6 years and its president 3 years.
Dr. Whitmore renewed acquaintance with many of the older
graduates of Bates last Commencement.
1886—Prof. William H. Hartshorn gave a most interesting
reading* before the young men of Bates College in Libbey Forum,
March 26. He read selections from ten poems illustrating ten
moods or states of mind, each one of which he said may be, and
often has been taken as a philosophy of life.
1887—Albert Stanton Woodman, Esq., and Robert Treat
Whitehouse, Esq., U. S. District Attorney of Maine, have formed
a partnership under the name of Woodman and Whitehouse. They
have offices at 120 Exchange Street, Portland, and at 50 Congress
Street, Boston.
1892—Jacob R. Little has moved from Lewiston to Wappingers Falls, N. Y.
1

&9S—Waterman S. C. Russell, director of the Science Department of the Central High School, Springfield, Mass., has for some
time been giving to various clubs, churches, and societies illustrated lectures on Labrador and Iceland, where he has traveled
extensively. His fine views of these countries and his intimate
personal knowledge of his subject make these lectures very interesting and successful.
1896—Prof. Fred A. Knapp attended the meeting of the New
England Classical Association, held this year at Exeter, New
Hampshire.
1897—An increase from $1,000 a year to $4,000 in the salary
of Rev. J. Stanley Durkee, Ph.D., pastor of the South Congregational Church of Campello, was voluntarily voted at the annual
parish meeting.
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Hon. Carl E. Milliken has been one of the most active workers in the Maine Senate during the session which has just ended.
Horatio P. Parker is connected with the A. E. Fitkin Co., 25
Broad St., New York City, dealers in bonds.
Miss Eva Roby, who is teaching in Tilton, is spending her
Easter vacation at home.
Ivy H. Smith died on January 18.
A. P.- D. Tobien is teaching mathematics in the George School
of Pennsylvania.
1899—Rev- Edward B. Foster has resigned the pastorate of
the Free Baptist Church at Dover to accept a call to the Union
Church, Congregational and Free Baptist, at New Gloucester.
He began his work at New Gloucester on March 1. At a farewell reception given to Mr. and Mrs. Foster by the Free Baptist
Society of Dover, Mr. Foster received a gift of an eight volume
set of books from his Sunday School class, and a purse of money
from the church.
1900—Dr. Albert Mark Jones died of pneumonia after an illness of less than a week. Dr. Jones graduated from the Maine
Central Institute, from Bates College in the Class of 1900, and
from the Maine Medical College in 1904. He then spent two
years at the Eastern Maine General Hospital in Bangor before
engaging in the practice of his chosen profession. In 1905 he
opened an office in Milo. There on September 8, 1908, he married Miss Effie G. Whitten, and one son has been born to them.
He was an active member of the Free Baptist Church, a member
of the Piscataquis Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons, and a
member of Banner Tent, No. 24, Knights of the Maccabees of the
World, and the N. E. O. P.
1901—Mrs. Alfred W. Anthony, assisted by Dr. and Mrs.
Arthur Leonard, entertained the Bates Round Table on March 17.
Judge F. Wade Halliday, formerly of the Class of 1901, and
Mrs. Halliday, visited friends in Lewiston and Auburn on
March 10.
1902—Mrs. Ruth E. Pettengill Walsh with her husband,
Evangelist A. A. Walsh, and family, are back in Maine after an
absence of over a year. Mrs. Walsh has been assisting her hus-
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band in his work in the West. He is to have charge of the Bunker
Hill campmeeting- this summer, while some of his future engagements will take him to Michigan, Ohio, and Kansas.
The Class of 1902 held a reunion at the New American House
in Boston on March 31.
1904—Miss Louise Barker is teaching in the High School at
Dover, New Hampshire.
Rev. Tyler Dennett, formerly of Bates, '04, was married on
March 15 to Miss Maybelle Raymond of Pasadena, California.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennett will be at home after April 10, at 1045 West
Forty-seventh St., Los Angeles, California.
Rev. Fletcher H. Knollin is in the Rangoon Baptist College,
Rangoon,' Burma, under the auspices of the Baptist Mission
Board. The College has an enrollment of over one thousand students. Mr. Knollin has charge of the Normal Department.
Earl C. Lane is teaching in a government school in Chang
Sha, China, the scene of the riots and the burning of the Yale
Mission last summer. He is in charge of the Chemistry department of the college. During the rioting he had some exciting
experiences of which he writes as follows: "That night I was
dressed up in Chinese costume and taken down the river in a boat.
to the S. S. Siangton,' and the disguise was so good they would
not allow me to come aboard until I yelled at them in good Yankee slang." Mr. Lane is doing good service in helping to develop
the New China.
Guy L. Weymouth is employed by the law firm of Stone &
Webster, Boston.
!905—At the recent annual meeting of the joint school board
for Winthrop and Hallowell, Prof. Orin M. Holman was unanimously re-elected superintendent.
1906—Eugene R. Gauthier is manager of the Western
Teachers' Agency at Berkley, California.
Wayne C. Jordan, Y. M. C. A. secretary for Sullivan County,
New Hampshire, including the Dartmouth College district,
addressed a union meeting of the Bates Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A.
on Wednesday, March 9.
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1907—Miss Caroline W. Chase, who is Literary Assistant for
the Baptist Missionary Society, Ford Building, Boston, is teaching one of the mission study classes that are preparing people to
take part in the great missionary exhibition to be held in Boston
from April 24 to May 20.
Misses Caroline Chase, Alice Quimby and E. Christina Davis
recently spent a pleasant evening with Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Wiggin at their home in Somerville, Mass.
1908—Robert L. Coombs is the accountant at the Empire
Branch of the International Banking Corporation, Empire, Canal
Zone.
Miss Evelyn G. Melcher is teaching Latin in the High School
at Butte, Montana.
1908—Wallace A. Clifford, who is principal of the High School
at Island Falls, was recently visiting friends at Bates.
1909—Carl T. Pomeroy has been appointed bacteriologist in
the city of Plainfield, New Jersey.
Among the '09 alumna who have recently been visiting friends
in Lewiston and Auburn and at Bates College are: Willard S.
Boothby, Winifred A. Chapman, Bertha S. Clason, Phyllis C. Cttlhane, Wallace F. Holman, Mrs. Alta Brush Holman, Alethea C.
Meader, John B. Sawyer, Myer Segal; Clara A. Sharp, and Edith
W. Swift.
1910—Delbert E. Andrews, who is an instructor in the Moses
Brown School, Providence, R. I., addressed a mass-meeting of
young men in Auburn, Sunday.
Other '10 alumna who have recently been guests at the College
are:
Nellie A. Barker, Orel M. Beane, William H. Buker, Jennie
H. Edwards, Myrta A. Hall, Ray W. Harriman, Christine Leland,
and Minnie W. Pert.
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The Lenten season is one of the most appropriate times of the
year for thought, for deep, searching, ennobling thought that
looks upward, outward and onward, that builds upon the ruins
of glittering aircastles of yesterday the wonderful vision of God's
great purpose, the vision of life and love and service. After the
terrible darkness of the Crucifixion came the glory of the Resurrection. So after the death and night of winter comes the wonderful renewal of the divine promise of life eternal. Perhaps
this seems far away and vague. Hut why should we not bring it
into the commonplace of every day life and make life richer and
nobler for it? As I looked at the big pile of papers before me,
the thought came to my mind that even in this task I might read
a Lenten thought. These papers represent hundreds, yes,
thousands of students all over our land. As many of these students soon go out into the activities of life, it should mean a day
of new hopes for our great land. And these are the days that
are fitting us to fulfil these hopes. In giving our best service to
the paper that represents our Alma Mater we are taking one
more step upward in the training that will fit us for duties in the
future.
One of the best stories this month is "The Greater Glory'* in
the Bowdoin Quill. It is an account of the capture of Louis XVI.
As a short story, it is perfect in form. 'The Dreamer" is a bit
of real poetry. "Extracts from a Diary" seems out of harmony
with the other pieces of work. Perhaps the editors believe in the
principle of contrast.
"The Making of a Hero" in the Decaturian is a good bit of
character study. In the first part, the vain, lazy Norwegian
arouses contempt, but this fades to pathos in the last part at the
portrayal of unselfish, tender mother love.
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The Acadia Athenaeum contains an account of '"Life in a
Country Parsonage." It is true to life and close to life. The
country minister and his wife are willing to sacrifice their ambitions for the sake of service to fellow-men. It is a case of
"idealizing the real, if one cannot realize his ideaL"*
The pathos of many lives is represented in "To Him that
Hath Shall be Given" in the College Mercury. It is the old, eternal question of why some who arc really deserving find life but a
bitter struggle, and others who deserve no more, have plenty and
unsought success in addition.
This number of the Elmira Sibyl is largely devoted to St. Patrick, with a breath of spring in its poetry. "A Bunch of Shamrock" is one of those simple songs that appeal to people because
it is national tradition. "A March Day" is a simple home story
in which a child appeals to the heart where others fail.
The Holy Cross Purple contains "Side Lights on the Early
History of the College." The story of the Indian lad "Manco"
bears us in imagination to the depths of the primeval forest and
the gleam of the white orchids in the dim green swamp. The
story is well written and the pathos of the last part appeals to our
hearts. "Ordered South" in Under the Rose, is a delicate sketch
which we appreciated.
Several of the contributors to the University of Texas Magazine are gifted with vivid imaginations. It hardly seems probable
that a sane, practical, educated man as is portrayed in "The
Mogul" should change his ambitions so entirely as to choose a life
among the natives on an island on the Pacific simply because one
girl had been fickle. "The Scribbled Blotter" is undoubtedly a
"yarn." The best stories of the number are "Annuncio's Violin,"
"Under the Convent Walls" and "The Lumber Room," the translation of a German love story by Richard von Volkma'n. "An
Appreciation" of Prof. John A. Lomax's "Cowboy Songs" is interesting in that it shows that our native American songs, the folk
songs of different classes of people, are being collected.
We enjoyed this number of the Vassar Miscellany very much.
"A Recipe for Poets" and "With Mourning Hid" are very entertaining. "Us" is a very original essay. We are glad to hear the
note of optimism and prophecy at the end.
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SPICE BOX
'•TEfiSrammeatt6 3est*"
(Send all contribution for this page to "Ye Spyce Boxe
Editor," 27 Roger Williams Hall).
FRESHMAN PRIMER
Here we have a Geology Qass. The Class is taking a FieldWalk, so-Called because it is a Walk on which One is allowed
to go Anywhere Except into a Field. No, my child, these are
not Boys and Girls walking for Pleasure. They are engaged
in Scientific Study. See that Young Man walking between Two
Co-Eds! Has he not a great Deal of Sand? Yes, my Son, a
Young Man must Have Lots of Grit to Take a Course in
Geology. Just Ob-serve who is Present! This is a very Despondent Looking Student. Is it Because He is walking Alone
and UnCo-Edited ? Oh, no, You Have a very wrong Con-ception of His Case. He has De-voted too much Time to Geology
and is Now on the Rocks. Let us be very Kind to Him. What
Fun it. Must be to Study Geology.
Behold This pretty little Kitty. Her Name is Pythagoras
Cordelia. She js the Pet of Roger Williams Hall, and the Boys
are very Careful to Feed Her with Sun-day Sand-wiches and
Sci-ence Hall Cream. This ex-plains why the Kitty is so thin.
No, she Cannot cannot catch any Rats. All the Rats Live on
the Other Side of the Cam-pus. How Fat the Rand Hall Kitty
Must Be. The Kit-ty's Fur is Full of E-lec-tri-ci-ty. Let Us
Smooth the Pretty Pussy the wrong way and See if we can not
get a Shock.
Alas,- where is the Kitty Now? Let us Purr-sue Her and
Find Out. See, She is in the Laboratory. The Poor Pus-sy is
taking a Brief, but very Thorough Course in Bi-o-lo-gy. What
a Sci-en-tif-ic Kit-ty!
From an article on rhetoric we quote the following, which is
worthy to take its place beside that remark of a professor, who
told his class that a preposition was a very bad word to end a
sentence with: "In fact, it would be safest to never, never, split
an infinitive!"

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Our 1910 business exceeded that of 1909 by 15 per cent.

EDUCATORS EXCHANGE
ESTABLISHED 1897

101 Tremont Street, BOSTON, MASS.
When last June Frank E. Briggs, Bowdoin, '94, then of Littleton, Mass., accepted thru
us the principalship of the Bar Harbor, Me., High School* and Charles E. Hicks, Bates, '03,
of Marlboro, N. H., the position of principal of the Sangerville, Me., High School it showed
our demand from Maine school officials for teachers was greater than our supply of candidates in Maine.
*In April Arthur H. Carver, then principal of the Bar Harbor High School, accepted
our unexpected telephone offer of a Connecticut position. In July we secured his assistant,
Effie M. Lowe, Colby, '05, an $8co English position in Massachusetts.
Special enrollment to those who qjote this offer. See our February'ad.' Watch
our April announcement. ENROLL NOW. Circulars sent on request.

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
Huntington Avenue, Exeter and Blagden Streets

BOSTON, MASS.
Headquarters for college and school athletic teams when in Boston.
350 rooms.
200 private baths.
AMOS H. WHIPPLE, Proprietor.

IKE DUNFIELD
Agent for

Judkins' Laundry
185 Lisbon Street
Work Collected Daily
CLIFTON
< In. high
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Cluett, Teabody & Co., Makers
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15 Sabattus Street

R. W. Clark,

LEWISTON, ME.

^gistered Druggist

PURE DRUGS AND MEDICINES
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also Apollo Chocolates

258 Main Street, Corner Bates

LEWISTON, MAINE

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
THE GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY, Special Rates to College Students

A. L. PIPER
Tailor

16 Court Street
AUBURN

We hope for the pleasure of showing you our new selection of
Fancy Worsted Suitings in the new shades and styles
Fancy Worsted Trouserings for the particular dresser
Raincoatings in the new fabrics
Fancy Weave Unfinished Worsteds black and blue
Wide-Wale and Fancy ^^eave Blue Serges

FAHEY & DeCOSTER

T. MANSFIELD

Colleg-e Hair Cutting

jEUltorg

33 Ash Street, Lewiston

63 Lisbon Street, Lewiston

CHAS. A. ABBOTT, Apothecary
FINE LINE OF

APOLLO CHOCOLATES
IN BOXES AND BULK

C. BILODEAU £? CO.
A full line of the best

Confectionery & Ice Cream
HOT AND COLD SODA

Corner Lisbon
and Main Sts.,
Lewiston, Me.

WALKER
209 Main St.
SOLICITS COLLEGE BUSINESS

Confectionery, Ice Cream and Cigars

OPPOSITE EMPIRE THEATRE

College
Gowns
and
Caps
The best workmanship at
lowest prices

SILK FACULTY GOWNS and HOODS

Cox Sons & Vining
262 Fourth Avenue, NEW YORK
Measurements taken by
WALLACE F. PRESTON,'II, or
Miss GRACE I. PARSONS

Bates college BOOK store
161 WOOD STREET
Text Books
Banners
Dictionaries
Pillow Tops
Note Books *
Post Cards
Stationery
Confectionery
College Paper
Ink
College Jewelry
Pencils
College Novelties, etc.
THE CROCKER FOUNTAIN PEN
Regulated, Reliable, Ready, Clean
PARKER FOUNTAIN PEN
The PEN that INKS the POINT

GEO. B. FILES, Manager

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

PLENTY

THE

DIVINITY SCHOOL
OF

High-Toe
Black Button Boots
Walk-O^er $4.00

S. L. YOUNG
AUBURN

E. W.

MERRILL

Harvard University
UNSECTARIAN
UNIVERSITY PRIVILEGES
Elective courses leading to
the University degrees of
S.T. B., A.M. and Ph.D.
Students paying the full fee
may take without extra
charge appropriate courses
offered in the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences
and in Andover Theological
Seminary.
For particulars
address The Dean of the
Harvard Divinity School,
4 Divinity Library, Cambridge, Mass.

Apothecary

HODQDON & HALL

Successor to

Barber Shop

D. P. MOULTON

Electrical Massage and Shampooing
41 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.

Lisbon Street, Cor. Pine

LEWISTON, ME.

S. A. WILDER
The Cleaner, Presser and Dyer
Work Called For and Delivered
College Rates $1.00 a Month

265 Lisbon St.,

Lewiston, Me.

FOUND AT LAST
A nice clean place to obtain a
GOOD HOT LUNCH

Xlie Dairy Lunch
M. E. CLEMENT, Proprietor

28 Lisbon St., Lewiston

67 Court St., Auburn

Agent for Taxidermist

Anna G. Ingersoll
MILLINERY
109 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, MAINE
N. E. Telephone 679-53

STUDENTS!
Why not trade at

"The Corner"
Right Goods.

Right Prices.

W. H. TEAGUE, Registered Druggist
Cor. Ash and Park Streets

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

FOR

ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
Quality of and Durability
Shop at

WELLS', Sporting Goods
Spalding, Reach, Draper 6f Maynard Co.. Harwood's
Base Balls,
Bats,
Mitts,
Gloves,
Protectors,
Masks,
Supporters,
Shoes,
Bases
Sweaters, Hosiery, Sundries

Uniforms

Tennis and Golf Goods, Pennants, Banners, Megaphones, "Indian" Motorcycles,
Bicycles, Tires and Supplies, Old Town Canoes, Eastman Kodaks, Edison Phonographs, Victor Talking Machines, Fishing Tackle, Hammocks, Tents and Camp
Outfits.

52 Court Street
AUBURN . ME.

WELLS

TELEPHONE

POUGHKEEPSIE FLAG CO.
F»OUGHKEERSIE,

INE\Af YORK

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH GRADE FELT FLAGS, PENNANTS, BANNERS
AND PILLOW TOPS

»

Represented at BATES by G. E. BRUNNER, 27 Parker Hall
ORDERS TAKEN FOR FLAGS OF OTHER COLLEGES, FRATERNITY
EMBLEMS AND ANYTHING IN THIS LINE

CORRECT ATTIRE for Young Men
If Our best advertisements are our satisfied customers.
Ask the Bates Boys about their suits tailored by
Ed. V. Price & Co., Merchant Tailor, Chicago.
We give Bates Students special discounts.

Trie BEAN BROS. CO., Agents

R. M. STROUT

74 Main Street
AUBURN

Represented at Bates by

MAINE

25 Parker Hall

<i

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Work for GLOBE LAUNDRY Collected Monday. Delivered Thursday

Bates College
LEWISTON, MAINE
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT

C.

GEORGE

CHASE,

D.D., LL.D.,

PRESIDENT

Professor of Psychology and Logic
Y. STAN TON, A.M., LITT.D.,
Emeritus Professor of Greek

JONATHAN

G. JORDAN, A.M., PH.D.,
Stanley Professor of Chemistry

LYMAN

H. HARTSHORN, A.M., LITT.D.,
Professor of English Literature

WM.

A.M., D.D.,
Cobb Professor of Christian Literature and Ethics

P. CARTER, A.B.,
Dean for the Women of the College and Director
in Women's Gymnasium

HESTER

JOHN

MURRAY CARROLL, A.B.,
Instructor in Argumentation and Debating

F. HARMS, A.M.,
Assistant Instructor in German

SAMUEL

R. OI.DHAM, A.M.,
Instructor in English Rhetoric and Composition

STANLEY

ALFRED WILLIAMS ANTHONY,

A.M., D.D.,
Professor of Oriental History and Religion

B. STANTON, A.B.,
Instructor in French

HAROLD

HERBERT RONELLE PURINTON,

GROSVENOR

N. LEONARD, PH.D.,
Professor of German

ARTHUR

FRED

M. ROBINSON, A.M.,
Professor of Oratory

A.B.,
Assistant in Chemical Laboratory

HENRY LESTER GERRY,

FREDERICK

R. WEYMOUTH,
Assistant in Mechanical Drawing

V. ANDREWS,
Assistant in Biological Laboratory

WALDO

A. KNAPP, A.M.,
Professor of Latin

FRED

GULIE E. WYMAN,

E. POMEROY, A.M.,

Assistant in Latin

Professor of Biology
HALBERT

M. CHASE, A.M.,
Belcher Professor of Greek

GEORGE

WILLIAM

GEORGE

FRANK

H. BRITAN, PH.D.,
Professor of Philosophy

R. WHITEHORNE, PH.D.,
Professor of Physics

E. RAMSDELL, A.M.,
Professor of Mathematics
D. TUBBS, A.M., S.T.D.,
Professor of Geology and Astronomy

W. BRANDELLE, PH.D.,
Knowlton Professor of History and Economics

DAVID

D. PURINTON, A.B.,
Director of Physical Training and Instructor in
Physiology

WALTER

J. GRAHAM,
Assistant in English

ELISABETH

BERNT

F. INGERSOLL,
Assistant in English

O. STORDAHL,
Assistant in Elocution
G. TASKER,
Assistant in Elocution

WINIFRED

BLANCHE

W. ROBERTS, A.B.,
Librarian

MABEL

E. MARR, A.B.,
Assistant Librarian

ROYCE

ELIZABETH

D. CHASE, A.B.,
Registrar

Thorough courses (largely elective) leading to the degrees of A.B. and B.S. One hundred 'and seventy
courses in all. Careful training in English Composition, Oratory and Debate. Thorough courses in Engineering and in subjects leading to these. Elective courses in Mathematics extending through the last three years.
Excellent laboratory and library facilities. Up-to-date methods in teaching Greek, Latin, French, German,
Spanish, History, Economics, Sociology and Philosophy. First-class Athletic field. Outdoor running track
and skating rink. Literary societies large and thriving. Moral and Christian influences a primary aim.
Necessary annual expenses for tuition, rooms, board, and all other College charges about two hundred
dollars a year. Steam heat and electric lights in the dormitories. Ninety-one scholarships, each paying the
tuition of a student.
For further information address the President.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

What Profession are You Choosing?
If it is either MEDICINE, DENTISTRY, PHARMACY or CHEMISTRY,
do not fail to learn the advantages of

The Medico-Chirurgical College
OF PHILADELPHIA
It is in the City which has heen and still is the American Center of Education in these Sciences.
It has Departments of and grants Degrees in all four of them. It has its own Buildings, comprising
well-planned and well-equipped Laboratories, a large and modern Hospital, and the finest clinical
Amphitheatre extant. Its Courses in each Department are carefully graded. It has abundant and
varied Clinical Material. Its Faculties are renowned and of high Pedagogic ability. Its Training is
essentially and thoroughly practical.
Special Features are Personal Instruction and Individual Work; Free Quizzes; Ward Classes
limited in size; Practical Clinical Conferences; Modern and Modified Seminar Methods; Special
Lectures by eminent Authorises ; Practice and Training in Technique, etc., etc.
Write to-day to the Dean of the Department in which you are interested for announcement describing the course and containing full information as to fees. Compare the advantages this college
offers with any other before making a final decision. Seventeenth and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

DIEGES&CLUST
" If we made it. it's right"

CLASS PINS

Merrill & wefider Do.
PRINTING and
BOOKBINDING

MEDALS
FRATERNITY PINS
CUPS

i^Tremont Street

BOSTON, MASS.

Facilities unsurpassed for rapid
and skillful Hook and Job Work
88 and 92 Main St.

AUBURN

WHEN YOU THINK OF

Good Clothing & Furnishing Goods
THINK OF

C. F\ MAINES
Successor to MAINES & BONNALLIE

The best merchandise at the least possible price.
f We will present to each "Bates Student" a SILK "B" CHEERING FLAG complete
with case, with every purchase of $5.00 or over.

C. F. MAINES, Reliable Clothier and Furnisher

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

The BEST OR NOTHING
-AT-

"Babcoc% & Sharp,

Lewiston Prescription
Store.

71 Lisbon St., Under Music Hall. Telephone No. 164

MODERN SHOE REPAIRING CO.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

GEORGE DO IT

All kinds of Boot, Shoe and Rubber Repairing at short notice. Best of material
used

Geo. F. Bartlett, Prop.
Cor. Park and Main Sts., Down one Flight
Lewiston, Maine
N. E. 'Phone 103-1.

The 91st Course will begin Thursday, Oct. 13
1910 and continue until June 21, 1911.
Four courses of lectures are required of all who
matriculate as first-course students.
The courses are graded and cover Lectures, Recitations, Laboratory Work and Clinical Instruction.
The third and fourth year classes will receive their
entire instruction at Portland, where excellent clinical facilities will be afforded at the Maine General
Hospital.
For catalogue apply to
ALFRED MITCHELL, M.D., Dean.
BKUNSWICK, ME.,

1910.

The Atwood

Dr. E. BAILEY

Lewiston, Maine

Dentist

J. F. TURNER, Proprietor

20 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, HAINE

ali? iHattt £tmt (Eafr
PROCTOR & SCANNELL
Proprietors
179 Main Street, opp. Great Department Store
Quick Lunch and Restaurant
For Ladies and Gentlemen
We carry the largest line of
in ,he tw0 cities
have a
FOUNTAIN
rUUN I AIN PFN«s
fCna ROod assortment in' the flowing makes :
Waterman's Ideal, Paul E. Wirt and
Boston Safety

Geo. V. Turgeon # Co.

Eat at

Dan Long's Restaurant
AND GROW FAT
Dan's sirloin steaks and broiled lives are
unsurpassed. Table d'Hote. The best
in Maine.
57 Lisbon Street

DR. JOHN P. STANLEY
Dentist
Ellard Block
178 LISBON STREET

LEWISTON. ME.

76 Liabon St.. LEWISTON

W. L. Lothrop

Dr. Ezra H. White

DEALER IN

DENTIST

Pianos, Organs

No. 1 Lyceurh Hall Block, Lisbon Street
LEWISTON, J1AINE

And Musical Merchandise
156 Lisbon St., Odd Fellows Block

Drs. W. H. Thomas and W. H. Bresnahan
can be found at Dr. White's office.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed
in

Suits
Shoes
Sneakers

•

S3SSSS3S3S
ALLEY, FLETCHER and WOODMAN, 26=34 Parker Hall
Representing

KLEE COMPANY. New York
INTERNATIONAL TAILORING CO.. New York
A. F. COX & SON, Portland. Me.

The Hewton Theological Institution
The New England Baptist Seminary. Near Cambridge and Boston. Eighty-Fourth
Sear begins Sept. 23, 1908. 1600 Graduates. Hebrew and Greek course leads to li.li. degree,
tlier courses lead to diploma. Wide range of electives. Finest equipment for health, comfort, refinement, and inspiring study. Superior teaching Faculty. Expenses within the possibilities of every man of scholarship and industry. Scholarships offered. Special inducement to student volunteers. The Gordon School, connected with the Institution, opens its
twentieth year in Boston, October 14,1908.
Address, President Nathan E. Wood, Newton Centre, Mass.

GEO. B.GILLESPIE, LEWISTON, MAINE, Public CarrlagAJnd Baggage Transfer
Stand at Babcock & Sharp's, 71 Lisbon St. N. E. Tel., 164.
Residence Tel., 92-2. All orders promptly attended to. Special attention given to College work, etc. Nicely equipped with rubber tires.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

QfHrifil
ftp I A\\/
Maintains a three-years' course,
OWI1VUL- Ur L/\W
leading to the degree of LL.B.,
The degree of LL.M. is conferred after one year's graduate work. The faculty consists of
five instructors and six special lecturers. Tuition $70.00. The case system of instruction
is used. The Moot court is a special feature. For announcements containing full information, address
WM. E. WALZ, Dean, Bangor, Me.

D

O you like artistic
o

If so
give your next order to

Xlie

JOURNAL PRINTSHOP
16 Lisbon St.
LEWISTON, 1VIAIIME

Phone

TWO—O

w

ORK done
when promised

SIDNEY COX, Agent for GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY

The Quality and the Quantity
of the Dainty Delicacies of

S00B tlj t (Hatmr
Are Not Strained—What else can
we say? They Speak for Themselves
A Dainty Lunch can always be found
In Ross' various productions the Year Round

Lewi&on, Maine

56 Elm Street

New »—■•- ' Telephone 680
o
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THERE'S ALWAY
SOMETHING NEW
A..h. ONE SURE PLACE
11
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RAINCOATS 810.00 to $25.00
SUITS at the same prices
You should see our SPECIAL in both at $15.00
»*

GET THE HABIT"
O* BUYINO AT

CRONIN & ROOT'S

L

